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Abstract 
The article presents the results for the theory of time analysis of discrete dissipative systems, the vibrations of which are 
described with the help of ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. The theory is based on the algebraic 
approach centered around the research of matrix quadratic equation which is characteristic for the homogeneous system of 
ordinary differential equations. The basic concepts of the theory applied to the analysis of elastic systems: mathematical 
apparatus, solution structure of matrix quadratic equation and properties of matrix ratios, are presented. The conditions, under 
which the structure of solutions of the quadratic equation corresponds coupled and uncoupled differential equations of motion, 
are considered. The scheme of the solution of solving dissipative system elastic response equations, that allows determining the 
displacement and speeds of the nodes of the construction as the result of the effects of arbitrary dynamic load is given. These 
equations are written in a non-trivial matrix form of Duhamel's integral. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICIE 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
The forming of analytical solutions in the dynamics of dissipative structures, which are simulated by discrete 
calculated model, is an extremely important, difficult and time-consuming task, which has been widely discussed 
recently in some articles and reports [1, 2]. Despite the well-developed theory of the research of systems of ordinary 
differential equations (ODE) with the constant coefficients, to which the equations of motion of the discrete model 
are brought, it must be noted that there are some significant problems in the field of dissipative structures 
concerning the integration of the ODE. One of them is the problem of effective forming of fundamental solutions 
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(that is the forming of a general integral of the homogeneous system of ODE), and the other is the problem of 
finding analytical solutions relevant to nonhomogeneous systems of equations for arbitrary right-hand sides 
(external actions). 
The complexity of the construction of the dynamic response of DDS using the fundamental matrix of ODE homogeneous 
system is that it requires the analysis and solution of the generalized algebraic problem with a quadratic dependence on the input 
parameter, which has the form of the characteristic matrix quadratic equation (MQE) [3-5]. The analysis becomes especially 
difficult under general preconditions of dynamic problem (for coupled differential equations of motion), when the damping 
forces are accounted with the help of non-proportional damping model [6]. For solving such equations, the complex eigenform 
method was designed: K.A. Foss [7], I. Fawzy, R.E.O. Bishop, Inoue, Fujikawa [8] et al., and also the reduction of the initial 
system to the systems of first-order differential equations with a double order of matrix coefficients was used [9, 10]. 
Another approach was used in the papers [11, 12], where the authors most closely approached the analysis of the MQE and 
obtained the expression of response for coupled equations in the form of the Duhamel's integral. In [11] the vibrations of the 
multimass system with an internal inelastic damping carried on the theory of complex internal friction by E.S. Sorokin [13] were 
examined. In [12] the accounting of internal friction on the basis of the Voigt model was maintained, and though the forming of 
the response under forced vibrations, as the result, had the structure of the Duhamel's integral, it did not get the final shape. 
The materials on this topic are divided into two parts. The first part of it is presented in that article, where the results 
describing theoretical concepts of the approach applied to the DDS analysis are given, the equations of motions of which 
are formed by taking into account an viscoelastic damping [14]. The proposed approach has a sufficiently wide area of 
application and allows using developed mathematical models for DDS calculation from unified positions in the analysis of 
vibrations of structures with both linear and non-linear restoring force. 
2. The equation of motion of DDS characteristic to MQE and its solution 
The equation of motion of elastic DDS in limits of linear model of viscous damping (1) and initial conditions (2) 
of dynamic problem is presented in view of 
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where M = diag (m1, ... , mn), C = CT = (cik), K = KɌ = (rik)  Ɇn(R)  mass, damping and stiffness matrices; 
Y(t), P(t)  movement and external load vectors; n – the number of the degree of freedom of calculated model. 
Characteristic MQE, presenting the equation of motion of eigenform, has the view 
2 0,MS CS K      (3) 
where S  Ɇn(ɋ)  the sought-for matrix of inner (spectral) dynamic characteristics of DDS. 
Function Ɏ(t) = eSt is a fundamental matrix of homogeneous ODE, relevant to the equation (1), if and only if the 
matrix S satisfies the characteristic equation (3). 
The solution of MQE in analytical record form has the view of root pair 
1
1,2 (–   / 2) ,S M C V U
  r    (4) 
where V, U – skew-symmetric and symmetric matrices, coupled by the system of matrix correlations: 
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3. Properties of matrix ratios 
Matrix roots Sk (k = 1, 2) possess many special properties and are evident as connections between matrix 
coefficients M, C, K, as well as matrices V and U, that are included in the structure of the solution (4). Some of 
these properties, playing a key role in the subsequent analysis, are given below. 
Matrix correlations, not depending on the properties of the material: 
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First two dependencies in (6) in a generic sense express the Vieta's formulas for quadratic equations. The first one 
can be interpreted as a sum of matrix roots equal to the matrix C in linear term of MQE, taken with an opposite sign; 
the second – as a product of roots equal to the free term of MQE. The rest formulas in (6) express the property of 
direct and oblique symmetry of matrices V, U, US and UɎ(t). 
Ratios (6) are implemented under any values of real and symmetric matrices M, C, K in MQE and are fundamental, 
because they are obtained by purely algebraic approach without the help of usage of any physical and mechanical 
properties of the system. Therefore, they are valid for any oscillating system, regardless of the properties of a material 
such as elasticity, plasticity, creep, etc., including the damping characteristics simulated by the matrix C.  
Matrix ratios depending on the properties of the material. The condition of non-degeneracy is encountered for 
any elastic DDS 
0, 0.detS detUz z    (7) 
If the damping ration of elastic DDS characteristic for real conditions of vibrations of building construction is 
low, the following properties are true 
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where S* – adjoint matrix: S* = TS (i  unit imaginary number). 
The complex conjugacy of matrix roots in (4), which leads to the correlations of Vieta in the form (8), follows 
from the reality and imaginary of the elements of the matrixes V and U, accordingly. 
Formulas (7), (8) are implemented both for the problems of vibrations of elastic DDS with the low ratio of damping, 
and for more complex problems, for example, with physical and structural non-linearity. However they are only true 
under condition det K > 0, otherwise the property det S z 0 in (7) will be violated. In fact, when det M z 0 it follows 
from (6) that: det K = det (SkɌMSl) = det Skdet Sl = 0 and thus at least one of the roots is degenerated. 
Eingendecomposition of the matrix S. Let us implement the decomposition for matrix root (4) (index is omitted) 
in the basis of eigenvectors: S = Q/Q–1, where / = diag (O1, ... , On) – scalar matrix of the spectrum of DDS; Q – 
matrix of eigenvectors, for which the condition of normalization U = (QQT)–1 is maintained. 
Each diagonal element Ok is a combination of two parameters: damping ratio Hk and frequency of eigen-vibrations 
Zk, confined in the real and imaginary parts Ok = –Hk + iZk. The vector Qk, which is appertained to the integer Ok, is 
the k's eigenform of damping vibrations of DDS. 
4. Condition of proportional damping 
In case of the accountancy of inner friction on the basis of the model belonging to the type of proportional 
damping [15, 16] in the equation (1) all three matrices M, C, K are diagnosed simultaneously. Using an 
eigendecomposition S = Q/Q–1, we now proceed to the equation (3): M0/2 + C0/ + K0 = 0, where M0 = QɌMQ, C0 = 
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QɌCQ, K0 = QɌKQ – diagonal matrices. The solution (4) in the basis of eigenvectors has the view /1,2 = M0–1[–C0 + 
V0 r E] / 2, where V0 = QɌVQ. 
Thus in the congruence QɌVQ = V0 the matrix V – skew-symmetric, this lead to the equality V0 = V = 0. This 
implies that the structure of the root pair (4) is simplified under proportional damping: 
1
1,2 – ) 2.(  / S M C U
 r    (9) 
The system of resolving matrix equations (5) takes on the form 
–1 1 –1 –1 –1
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 r      (10) 
where the value U is determined directly in (10) by taking the square root of the known matrix. Therewith the last 
equation in (10) is degenerated into identical equation represented as a condition of symmetric of the matrix UM–1C. 
Three equivalent ratios from this identical equation are KM–1C = C M–1K,    CK –1M = MK –1C,    MC–1K =  KC–1M, 
known in literature as the separability conditions of the equations (1), (3) in normal coordinates, obtained by 
T.K. Caughey [17, 18], D.W. Nicholson [19] and Ⱥ.Ⱥ. Kusainov [16], accordingly. 
Consequently, in order to bring the MQE to the diagonal form the last equality in (5 ɚ) must be carried out, which 
is a more common condition, where proportional type of damping is realized in the DDS. In this case the solution of 
MQE down to final matrix operations: calculation of values of the matrices U1 = U, U2 = –U in (10) with the 
subsequent determination of matrix roots by the formula (9). 
5. Duhamel's integral and its transform 
Let the arbitrary dynamic load pi (t) (i = 1, ... , n), delivered by the vector P(t), acts in the nods of the DDS. In 
accordance with the method of variation of arbitrary constants of Lagrange a particular solution of the system (1) is 
sought in the form 
     ^ `   ,Y t Re Ɏ t A t    
where A(t)  vector of arbitrary constants. 
Hence the system of two matrix equations follows 
         –1{ } { }   0,     ,Re Ɏ t t Re SɎ t t P tA MA       
from which at the beginning the vector A (t) is determined. After the operation of integration using the property 
of the symmetry of the matrix UɎ(t) in (6), we get the vector of arbitrary constants 
  –1
0
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where t0  initial time of action of external load P(t). Thus the response under constrained vibrations of DDS with 
inner friction, accounted by the theory of viscoelastic damping, takes on the form: 
  –
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The equation (11) possesses all properties of the Duhamel's integral: it contains the input value P(t) – vector of 
the load of general view and the output value Y(t) – displacement vector [20, 21]. 
The Duhamel's integral is obtained on the assumption of that under t0 the system is in the state of rest. When non-
zero initial conditions (2) in the expression (11) it is necessary to take into account the reaction at free vibrations. 
Then the most common form of matrix notation of the Duhamel's integral with the velocity vector follows the form: 
Y(t) = 2Re {Ɏ(t–t0)U–1Ɇ[– S Y0 + 0Y ] + U–1
0
Ɏ³
t
t
(t–W)T P(W) dW }, (12) 
Y (t) = 2Re{S[Ɏ(t–t0)U–1Ɇ(– S Y0 + 0Y ) + U–1
0
Ɏ³
t
t
(t–W)T P(W) dW]}. (13) 
Expressions (12) and (13) represent a complete system of equations of the elastic response, allowing determining 
the displacement and speed of the DDS nods as the result of the action of arbitrary dynamic load P(t). 
Let us consider separately the equation of the system response under constrained vibrations in (12), including the 
scalar and matrix factors under a certain integral sign and using the property of the symmetry in (6) 
 
0
 –  ,( ) ( )
t
t
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where H(t–W) = 2Re {Ɏ(t–W)U–1}. 
In order to clarify the structure of the matrix H(t–W) we move in the basis of eigenvectors of the matrix S = Q/Q–1. 
Carrying out the decomposition Ɏ(t–W) = ( Ĳ)S te  = Q ( Ĳ)/ te Q–1 and taking into account U = (QQT)–1, we find 
( )( ) {–   2  }.t TH t Re Qɟ Q/ WW     
Thus for the dissipative system of a general form, an analytical expression of the matrix H(t–W), that has a 
symmetrical structure, is obtained. Known analogs of this matrix, which are the matrices of impulse unit step 
functions (matrices of the Green's functions [15]) for arbitrary dissipative systems, do not have the analytical 
notation. This is a strong obstacle to the task of finding the dynamic response on the basis of the impulse unit step 
functions, the definition of which is associated with the eingendecomposition of the solutions and is quite time-
consuming task itself. 
The peculiarity of the Duhamel's integral (12): the closed form of the integral is obtained without the 
eingendecomposition of the solution of the dynamic problem. Due to the fact that the center of the analysis is shifted 
to the study of algebraic problem, it is possible to bring resolving equations (12), (13) to a fairly simple 
mathematical notation. It follows that the response at the free and constrained vibrations is expressed via 
fundamental solutions – matrix Ɏ(t) and the parameters of the free vibrations – characteristics of the solution of 
MQE (the root S and its component U in the structure (4)). And this is a fundamental difference of the Duhamel's 
integral (12) from known analogs of this integral in the literature, built using the impulse unit step functions. 
6. Reaction parameters of the dynamic system 
After the forming of the displacement and speeds vectors (12), (13), the rest of the parameters of the reaction 
DDS is possible to be obtained. Acceleration vector, in accordance with (1), takes on the form
     –1 –1 –1( )  –  –  .Y t Ɇ CY t Ɇ KY t Ɇ P t     
Hence, taking into account (3), (12), (13), we find the expression of the acceleration vector 
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The systems of equations (12), (13), (14) allow calculating kinematic parameters: displacement, speed and 
acceleration of nods of the DDS. These characteristics are used for the determination of force parameters of the 
system response – vectors of restoring, dissipative and inertial forces: 
          ,    ,     – ( ).R t KY t F t CY t I t ɆY t       (15) 
Kinematic and force characteristics of the system allow to solve the problem of a strain-stress state of the 
dynamic system in the arbitrary moment of time, having presented it in the analytical form. 
7. Conclusions 
Within the limits of the theory of the time analysis for elastic discrete model of the construction with an arbitrary 
type of damping, the system of resolving equations, having a closed form of the Duhamel's integral, is constructed. 
This analytical approach can be recommended for the analysis of structures with discrete calculated scheme in 
complex non-standard conditions of dynamic effects, as well as in the evaluation of the approximate solutions 
obtained by numerical methods. 
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